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What is ChEMBL?

• A manually curated chemical database of bioactive 
molecules with drug-like properties.

• Aims to capture Medicinal Chemistry data and knowledge. 

12,091 Biological 
Targets 1,828,820 

Compounds
15,207,914 
Activities

69,861 
Publications

54 Deposited 
Datasets

Up to CHEMBL 24:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_database
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biological_activity


What is ChEMBL?
Example:

CHEMBL25 is Aspirin

It is known to interact with 
Cyclooxygenase-1 in Ovis 
aries (Sheep)

How?

With which other 
Targets does interact?
Target Predictions 

Bioactivities 



What is ChEMBL?

- Information is extracted from the full text articles of 
several core Medicinal Chemistry journals and 
integrated with data on approved drugs and clinical 
development candidates.

- Bioactivity data are also exchanged with other 
databases such as PubChem BioAssay and 
BindingDB.

- Information is manually extracted by curators. 



A New Web Interface for ChEMBL

The new interface has been rebuilt from scratch to allow a 
more user-friendly access to ChEMBL data. 

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/ https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta


A New Web Interface for ChEMBL
Improved free text Searching: Interactive filtering:

Data visualisations:

URL state saving:
- https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/u

xXb0y9oAGeMqaF5Ah8pmQ==
- https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/G

vKCBuljiVr_s1XL8m6Duw==
- https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/g

R_Sn2Ox0WQ1D3BLqjvCIQ==

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/uxXb0y9oAGeMqaF5Ah8pmQ==
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/uxXb0y9oAGeMqaF5Ah8pmQ==
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/GvKCBuljiVr_s1XL8m6Duw==
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/GvKCBuljiVr_s1XL8m6Duw==
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/gR_Sn2Ox0WQ1D3BLqjvCIQ==
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/gR_Sn2Ox0WQ1D3BLqjvCIQ==


FAIRness of CHEMBL interface
Findable:

What we already have:
- Unique and persistent identifiers (ChEMBL ids).
- Almost any subset of data can be identified 

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/GvKCBuljiVr_s1XL8m6Duw==)
- Identifiers in metadata, findable by google, identifiers.org, and fairsharing.org.

What we are working on:
- Metadata already produced in opengraphs format. 
- We plan to propose and implement a Chemical Entity in Bioschemas.org  

(FM-F2)
- Deprecated ids will be still available in further releases. (FM-F1B)

FAIR

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/tiny/GvKCBuljiVr_s1XL8m6Duw==


FAIRness of CHEMBL interface
Accessible:
What we already have:

- Interface code is completely open-source. 
(https://www.github.com/chembl/glados)

- All database dumps can be downloaded.
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/downloads/)
Also elasticsearch indexes. 

- No access authorization required.
What we are working on:

- Make available old releases metadata.(FM-A2)

FAIR

https://www.github.com/chembl/glados
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/downloads/


FAIRness of CHEMBL interface

Interoperable:
What we already have:
- ChEMBL data is exposed in RDF format. 

http://doi.org/10.6019/CHEMBL.RDF.24.1
- ChEMBL uses well-known ontologies such as the BioAssay 

Ontology, Uberon, or Experimental Factor Ontology.

What we are working on:
- Chemical entity output will include references to related 

metadata (FM-A2)

FAIR

http://doi.org/10.6019/CHEMBL.RDF.24.1


FAIRness of CHEMBL interface

Reusability
What we already have:
- ChEMBL data is available with a creative commons 

Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 License. 
- Provenance data for individual items:

- Source documents for compounds
- Uniprot IDs for specific target components

- Community standards:
- Bioactivity data of types IC50, GI50, Ki among others.

Improve metadata generation.

FAIR



Conclusion

• The ChEMBL service currently has solutions to   
adhere to many of the FAIR principles. 

• We are currently working on improving our ‘FAIRness’ 
of our new web interface. 
• We are currently working with bioschemas.org to 

improve our site metadata. 
• We are implementing new functionalities with the 

fairness in mind. (access to deprecated items, 
container oriented deployment, etc)

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/adhere%20to

